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CBIG Consulting Crosses into Pacific Northwest Territory, Opens Seattle
Offices

Business Intelligence and Big Data Analytics consulting firm establishes presence in Seattle,
Washington.

Chicago, IL (PRWEB) August 14, 2014 -- Principal and spokesperson Todd Saunders confirmed this week that
CBIG Consulting, a fast-growing Big Data, business intelligence and data warehouse consulting firm, has
reached a new business expansion milestone with the launch of new offices in Seattle, Washington.

Saunders remarked, “We’ve been looking at Seattle as a viable target market hub for some time, and recently
securing several new clients in the area made our decision quite easy.” Saunders pointed to positive forecasts
and recent statistics that have Seattle outpacing the nation in terms of small but continuous growth in both big
and small businesses in the Pacific Northwest. He noted that that he and fellow partners also made this strategic
calculation based on steadily growing interest in CBIG’s Big Data Analytics consulting services and solutions
from regional industries that include healthcare, transportation and logistics, utilities, financial services, and
higher education, among others.

Saunders stressed, “We’re at the forefront of growth and major restructuring initiatives throughout this region
right now, and the plan is to create a welcome presence and then build on that momentum.” Saunders will serve
as Principal in Charge of the Seattle office. Initial staffing will involve both the recruitment of local expertise,
supplemented by a small group of CBIG staff leaders to help support and grow CBIG’s operations, maintain
quality-of-service standards, and provide project continuity for current work in the region.

About CBIG Consulting (CBIG):
CBIG Consulting is an international team of experts in Business Intelligence, Big Data Analytics, Data
Warehousing and Cloud-based Analytics platforms. Named a top Big Data analytics consulting firm by
SourcingLine – an independent research firm, and CIO Review – a print and online publication, CBIG
consultants average fifteen years of direct experience in the field. CBIG works with global enterprises, mid-size
businesses, and non-profit organizations in solving mission-critical reporting and analytical needs. CBIG is
headquartered in the Chicago, IL area, and has additional offices in San Francisco, CA, Boston, MA, Denver,
CO, Austin, TX, Raleigh, NC, Seattle, WA and Sydney, NSW, Australia. For more information, please visit
http://www.cbigconsulting.com.
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Contact Information
John Onder
CBIG Consulting
http://www.cbigconsulting.com
+1 (800) 334-2078

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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